
Recognizable and Efficient Technology

Platform Performance Reliability

Immediate Results for All
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The platform where ClearSight lives is a proven environment:

• • 26 state programs are delivered on this platform

• • More than 60 million online tests delivered in the 2018–
2019 school year

• • Over 861,000 students tested simultaneously

• • 1 in 3 students in grades 3–8 have taken an assessment on 
our platform

Rigorous Assessment Content

Extensive Accommodation and Accessibility Features
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Authoring All-in-One3
• • ClearSight has Interim and Checkpoint Assessments that are ready to use.

 Interim Assessments are adaptive, measure mastery across the grade-level 
standard and provide tracking toward standards mastery.

 Checkpoint Assessments focus on a set of standards on a topic and can be 
used for instructional planning.

• • Item bank for creating tests includes K to High School ELA and Math and 3 to 
High School Science.

• • Educators can author and share their own items, including technology-
enhanced items.

• • Educators can create and share their own assessments.

• • ClearSight uses the same platform used by 26 states. 
Students and teachers see the same user interface, tools, 
functionality, and accommodations.

• • Classroom administration can use a downloadable secure 
browser that locks the student desktop.

• • Remote, browser-based administration allows students to 
use their own tablets, laptops, or computers and participate 
at school or home.

• • Online administration has a small footprint, requires 
minimal bandwidth, and is compatible with many devices.

• • ClearSight Assessments are automatically machine-scored 
when students submit their tests.

• • Assessment results are available for teachers, principals, 
and other district educators based on user-defined roles.

• • Automatic scoring gives time back to teachers and provides 
immediate information for classroom use.

• • ClearSight items have gone through a rigorous development and review 
process like state summative assessment items.

• • Assessments include technology-enhanced item types such as equation response, 
evidence-based, grid/hot spot, grid/plotting, multi-select, and simulations.

• • ClearSight has writing essay items are scored automatically using artificial 
intelligence.

• • ClearSight is aligned to grade-level state standards by trained assessment experts.

• • ClearSight includes accessibility features available for all students and 
additional accommodations for students who need them, including the ability 
to use the accessibility tools used in the classroom.   

• • Features include text-to-speech, line reader, masking, notes, highlighter, zoom, 
strike-through, calculator, color masking, and others.

Grades and Subjects of Items for Creating Tests:

Grades and Subjects of Assessments:

Measuring Mastery of State Standards on a Proven Platform

• K–HS ELA

• 3–8 and HS ELA
• 3–8 and HS Math
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voyagersopris.com/clearsight  •  800.956.2860

• K–HS  Math

• K–2  ELA
• K–2  Math

• 3–HS  Science

• Grades 5, 8, and 
11 Science
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